HOW TO GUIDE
THE ULTIMATE TOWEL FOLDING GUIDE
Follow the instructions below to create towelling art for your guest bedrooms. Now, let’s get folding!
1.

TOWEL
CRAB

2.

YOU WILL NEED:
1 HAND TOWEL
1 BATH TOWEL

Lay the towel flat in a
vertical orientation
4.

5.

Roll the open end

Fold both sides lengthways,
into the middle

6.

Find the corners either side of the
roll and pull them out in a twisting
motion, curling them into a crab
shape
1.

THE SWAN
TOWEL

3.

Repeat, leaving a third of the towel
open

7.

Fold the other end half
way towards the roll

2.

Fold again to make the shell.
And that’s a crab!

3.

YOU WILL NEED:
1 BATH TOWEL

Lay the towel flat in a “landscape”
orientation

4.

Fold the resulting arrow into a Z

Fold the top corners
downwards and inwards until
they meet in the centre

Roll the outside edges
inwards towards the centre

5.

Lay the Z down and squeeze the corners
to set the curves.

Please Note
Please use social media to share photos, videos or updates of your
origami. Use the hashtag #CLEANOrigami tag us. The chosen winner
using #CLEANOrigami and tagging @CLEANLinenLtd will receive a
luxurious Belgravia Fortnum and Mason hamper worth £500.

@cleanlinenltd
@CLEANLinenServices
@CLEAN Linen Services Ltd

cleanservices.co.uk
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HOW TO GUIDE
THE ULTIMATE TOWEL FOLDING GUIDE
Follow the instructions below to create towelling art for your guest bedrooms. Now, let’s get folding!
1.

TOWEL
SNAKE

2.

3.

Fold two corners diagonally
into the middle

Fold the closet end to the
middle

5.

6.

Keeping your hands on either
side, twist the bottom around
itself and then tuck the end
into the resulting loop

Lay down, fold the tip down to
make the head and enjoy your
snake

YOU WILL NEED:
1 BATH TOWEL

Lay the towel flat in a
“landscape” orientation

4.

Roll the closest end until you
have a sausage

2.

1.

TOWEL
ELEPHANT

3.

4.

YOU WILL NEED:
1 HAND TOWEL
1 BATH TOWEL

Lay the towel flat in a
“landscape” orientation

5.

6.

Stand it up and push
on the top to ‘fluff’

Roll the right side
Take your wash-cloth;
diagonally…
fold the top two corners
towards the middle forming
a triangle

7.

Fold both sides of your towel,
lengthways, into the middles

8.

…then the left
side to meet it in
the middle

9.

Now roll both sides
until they meet in the
middle

10.

Turn it over

…then the left side
to meet it in the
middle

Fold firmly in half

11.

Keep pinching the
cuff while turning
the ears inside out

Please Note
Please use social media to share photos, videos or updates of your
origami. Use the hashtag #CLEANOrigami tag us. The chosen winner
using #CLEANOrigami and tagging @CLEANLinenLtd will receive a
luxurious Belgravia Fortnum and Mason hamper worth £500.

@cleanlinenltd

Place the
head on the
body and
that’s an
elephant

@CLEANLinenServices
@CLEAN Linen Services Ltd

cleanservices.co.uk
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HOW TO GUIDE
NAPKIN FOLDING GUIDE

Follow the instructions below to create stunning tablesettings and fold your Napkins into amazing shapes!

CANDLE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.

Fold the napkin in half diagonally.
Fold down base 1/3 way.
Turn napkin over and roll from bottom to top.
Tuck corners inside cuff at base of fold and stand.
Turn one layer of point down and set on the base.

2.

3.

4.

5.

3.

4.

5.

CARDINAL’S HAT
1. Fold napkin in half diagonally.
2. Fold the corners to meet at top point.
3. Turn napkin over with points to the top, fold
lower corner 2/3 way up.
4. Fold back onto itself.
5. Bring corners together tucking one into the
other. Open base of fold and stand upright.

1.

2.

Please Note
Please use social media to share photos, videos or updates of your
origami. Use the hashtag #CLEANOrigami tag us. The chosen winner
using #CLEANOrigami and tagging @CLEANLinenLtd will receive a
luxurious Belgravia Fortnum and Mason hamper worth £500.

@cleanlinenltd
@CLEANLinenServices
@CLEAN Linen Services Ltd

cleanservices.co.uk
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HOW TO GUIDE
NAPKIN FOLDING GUIDE

Follow the instructions below to create stunning tablesettings and fold your Napkins into amazing shapes!

BIRD OF PARADISE
1. Fold the napkin in half and then in half again.
2. Fold in half diagonally with points on the top and
facing up.
3. Fold left and right sides down along centre line,
turning their extended points under.
4. Fold in half on long dimension with edges facing
out.
5. Pull up points & arrange on a fabric surface.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

3.

4.

5.

CROWN
1. Fold the napkin in half diagonally.
2. Fold the corners to meet at top point.
3. Fold bottom point 2/3 way to top and fold
back onto itself.
4. Turn napkin over bringing corners together,
tucking one into theother.
5. Peel two top corners to make crown. Open
base of fold and stand upright.

1.

2.

Please Note
Please use social media to share photos, videos or updates of your
origami. Use the hashtag #CLEANOrigami tag us. The chosen winner
using #CLEANOrigami and tagging @CLEANLinenLtd will receive a
luxurious Belgravia Fortnum and Mason hamper worth £500.

@cleanlinenltd
@CLEANLinenServices
@CLEAN Linen Services Ltd

cleanservices.co.uk
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